
 

EUROPALMS Sunny grass, artificial plant, 120 cm
Flowering ornamental grass in decorative pot

Art. No.: 82600172
GTIN: 4026397679878

List price: 58.31 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397679878

Weight: 2,00 kg

Length: 1.20 m

Width: 0.14 m

Heigth: 0.14 m

Bulky product

Description:

Are you looking for an attractive eye-catcher for your home or business premises? Then the
artificial Sunny grass from Europalms is the ideal decorative element.
The extravagant perennial has a total height of about 120 cm and consists of flower stems of
different heights, whose spidery inflorescence in various shades of pink immediately catches the
eye. These are enclosed by lushly arranged tufts of grass made of plastic, which already fall into
shape by themselves when the artificial plant is set up.
Artificial moss serves as a cover for the basic gardener's pot included in the delivery. The pot
can serve as a stand for a planter, as well as be used as a decorative pot.

Features:

- Falls in shape by itself
- The article is delivered Ready to stand
- With greencolored lifelike leaves
- approx. 10 light rosecolored beautifully flowers

Technical specifications:

Setup: Falls in shape by itself

Standing/fixation: Gardening pot covered with moss

Color: Green

Foliage: Material: plastic

Flowers: Pieces: approx. 10 pc/pcs

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82600172.html


 Color: light rose

 P(material: )plastic

Decor style: Modern living

Season: Summer

Dimensions: Height: 1,2 m

Weight: 1,90 kg

Planter  

Dimensions: Diameter: Ø 14 cm
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